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   Kalyn, Bangkok, Thailand  
  Agency Info

Name: Kalyn

Profile details

  About Me
Name: Kalyn
Age: 27
Eye color: Brown
Hair Color: Medium Brown
Height: 165 cm
Added: 5 years ago

  Language skills
Language: English
About Me:
Thailand stunning escort model Kalyn with sensational eyes, exotic beauty and incredibly stunning body
to match. An elite escort companion who knows how to keep you entertained throughout the entire date
without a single dull moment. Sweet and sexy, she knows exactly how to make a man feels like he's a
king.

Kalyn is undoubtely a very classy and elegant lady. From her impeccable taste in her cosmetic products to
her trendy wardrobe, she is perfect from the head to toe as well as inside and outside. Being a
professional model and managing her online business at the same time, Kalyn knows how to let her hair
down and is always ready for some fun.

This international model loves dancing, writing, poetry, swimming, yoga and many more. She will
impress you with her intellect conversations concerning philosophy, politics and business. Kalyn is a
professional model with a combination of big sparkling brown eyes and brunette hair. She loves to dance
and exercise during her leisure time which explains her incredibly body shape.
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This model loves meeting new people and thrives on experiencing new things and learning new culture.
She love gentlemen who respect ladies, know how to relax and enjoy the finest things in life. Of course
dressing well and have confidence in himself.

Kalyn is one of our latest young premium model but her thinking is very mature for her age. Whether you
would like to have a good listener, travel companion or a charming dinner date, Kalyn can fulfill all of the
roles effortlessly.

If you are looking for a well-educated, gentle and at the same time attractive and elegant lady. Be it a
companion during a business event or as a date for an evening, perhaps as a travel companion? Then wait
no longer and choose Kalyn's escort service and get to know this incredibly amazing model.

Accepted currencies:
Rate 2h:35000 Thai Baht

  Escort service
Services:
Manager escort, Evening escort, Travel escort, Dinner escort

  Tours
Other countries:
countrywide ThailandAgency: exclusiveamourclub

  Contact Details
Country: Thailand
State/Region/Province: Bangkok
City: Bangkok
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